Customer portfolio analysis (CPA) may be useful for improving retailers' attempts to successfully position their stores in the minds of consumers. A customer portfolio for a store includes new-primary, loyal-primary, and defector (formerly primary) customers, as well as occasional customers who shop primarily at competing stores. Customers' attitude-accessibility with respect to first-linking a given store with evaluative attributes may offer useful information about the reasons for the shopping behaviour of customers in a store's customer portfolio.
customers are examples of buyers segmented by their relation with a marketing organisation.
Several research reports demonstrate the value of performing customer portfolio analysis for developing a deeper understanding of both how and why customers buy and do not buy (Sevin, 1965; Wells, 1968; Beik and Buzby, 1973; Hartley, 1976; Fulgoni and Eskin, 1983; Campbell and Cunningham, 1983; Dubinsky and Ingram, 1984; Dubinsky, 1986; Dwyer, 1989; Jackson, 1989a Jackson, , 1989b Rost and Salle, 1989; Woodside and Soni, 1991) . Most of these research reports of work related to customer portfolio analysis are based on industrial versus retail customer databases [(for two exceptions, see Fulgoni and Eskin (1983) and Woodside and Soni (1991) ].
This chapter deals specifically with customer portfolio research -segmenting retail store shoppers into loyal, new, defector, and non-customers. The principal aim of the research is to learn what these customers think about each of the major stores competing for the shoppers' expendituresthe primary cognitive associations (relevant to store choice) in these shoppers' long-term memories with respect to each store. The study is grounded in the theoretical work on attitude accessibility (Fazio, 1989; Fazio, Powell and Williams, 1989 ) and automatic-unconscious processing (Grunert, 1988 (Grunert, , 1990 . The empirical results reported here provide strong evidence that store attitude-accessibility differs substantially between food shoppers who have been segmented into loyal, new non-customers, and defectors in relation to a given store (Winn-Dixie, for example). The detailed information on the attitude-accessibility of a store's portfolio of customers leads to strategy implications for attracting new customers, retaining existing customers, and reducing the flow of defectors to competing stores.
First, previous research on automatic-unconscious processing and attitude-accessibility is described. Second, how this research may be applied to retail customer portfolios is examined. Third, the method and results of an empirical study of customer portfolios of competing retail stores that incorporates automatic-unconscious processing are illustrated. Finally, the chapter concludes with examples of strategic implications for retaining and gaining customers and reducing the flow of defectors to other stores based on the empirical study.
Automatic-unconscious processing and attitude accessibility Grunert (1988) emphasises that the vast majority of consumer decisions is in fact not based on a large degree of conscious thinking, what he identifies as" strategic cognitive processing." A lot of information processing is unconscious.
To name just a few examples : the recognition of outside stimuli and the decision to select them for conscious attention or not are unconscious
